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Abstract 

Semantic query expansion is a widely used method to resolve the query problems of 

synonym and polysemy in the information retrieval field. However, it does not make users 

more satisfied with the search results because too much noise unfit to users’ needs is 

introduced in the process. In this paper a new framework combining personalization with 

semantic query expansion is proposed to overcome the noise problem brought by 

semantic query expansion. In the proposed framework, firstly, instead of using traditional 

hierarchical expansion strategy, the spreading activation model (SAM) is used for 

enhancing the selection of expansion terms to reduce the noise. Secondly, to get more 

accurate expansion terms for individual search, dynamic user query profile is built to 

capture individual variable query needs and is integrated into the semantic expansion 

process. The proposed expansion process is described by four steps: building dynamic 

user query profile, concepts mapping, personalized semantic query expansion and 

determining the final expansion terms. Four groups of experiments were designed to 

verify the validity of the proposed method. The experiment results show that the proposed 

method outperforms both traditional hierarchical expansion and keyword-based query, 

which manifests that building dynamic user query profile is important for depicting user 

query needs in semantic query expansion and it is more rational to improve query 

expansion based on spreading activation model. Moreover, personalized semantic query 

expansion based on dynamic user query profile and spreading activation model can 

reduce noise of semantic query expansion and improve the search effectiveness. 

 

Keyword: semantic query expansion, personalized information retrieval, dynamic user 

query profile, spreading activation model 

 

1. Introduction 

In the information retrieval field, there exists some serious semantic problem because 

of the following two facts, (1) the document indexers and the users’ queries may be not 

the same words but with closely related senses; (2) queries and documents terms can have 

multiple senses which may lead to sense ambiguity problem [1,2]. It is known as the 

vocabulary problems, compounded by synonym (different words with similar meaning) 

and polysemy (a word with different meanings)[3]. Semantic query expansion is a broadly 

explored method to resolve the problems of synonym and polysemy. It is often to expand 

the user query with the new terms that meaning are closely related to the input keywords. 

Such relationships are usually extracted from large scale thesauri or semantic supporter, 

such as WordNet, domain ontology, linked data [5-8] and semantic expansion strategy 

[9-15], in which various sets of synonyms, hyponyms, etc. are often predefined.   
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However, semantic query expansion approaches may result in topic drift problem, 

namely too many noise terms unfit to users’ needs are introduced in the process. For 

example, “program” have multiple paraphrases: television show, plan or computer 

program. Assuming user tends to search something about computer program, the retrieval 

without considering semantic problem may get the results only if it contains “program” 

and including all sense of “program”, while an automatic expansion of queries containing 

“program” with “computer” might work well in this case. That means individual needs 

can help to exclude noise terms in semantic query expansion.  

In fact, there have been many researches on semantic query expansion combined with 

personalization [7,8,16-19]. These researches often study user profiles and personalized 

search algorithm to enhance the semantic query expansion. However, how to enhance the 

selection of expansion terms on large scale thesauri or semantic supporter to reduce the 

noise is often ignored. And another fact is that a search user’s needs are also dynamically 

changed with time, and which is often neglected in the aforementioned personalized 

semantic query expansion related researches.  

In this paper, a new framework is proposed to combine personalization with semantic 

query expansion. A spreading activation model which simulates the thinking process of 

human brain more vividly is utilized as the expansion strategy to enhance the selection of 

expansion terms. And a kind of dynamic user query profile is built to capture individual 

variable query interest to reduce the noise terms unfit to users’ needs. The implementation 

of the framework includes four steps. Firstly, building dynamic user query profile on the 

basis of query logs; secondly, mapping query terms to appropriate concepts on WordNet; 

thirdly, exploring spreading activation model to implement personalized semantic query 

expansion; finally, determining the selection of final expansion terms. In addition, variant 

systems are built for comparison, like keyword-based searching with default Lucene 

performance (NE), general hierarchical query expansion without mapping filtration 

(EHNF), and hierarchical query expansion with mapping filtration (EHF). The evaluation 

is performed using MAP and the degree of relevance (DOR). The result shows that our 

proposed method performs well and is better than compared ones. 

In the rest of this paper, Section 2 reviews related work on two aspects: semantic query 

expansion and personalized search. Section 3 describes the proposed framework and 

detailed implementation. Section 4 presents experiment data, experiment design and 

evaluation result. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

 

2. Related Work  

This paper brings together two IR areas: semantic query expansion and personalized 

search. A bundle of research study both domains. However, not much has been done 

specifically aiming at combing them in good way. In this section we first introduce some 

approaches for semantic query expansion and personalized search separately and then 

discuss personalized semantic query expansion.  

Semantic Query expansion is essential to overcome the difficulty in using one single 

term to represent an abstract concept and also natural language ambiguity. Query 

expanding with related words increases the performance of search engines, while finding 

and using them is really an open problem [20]. Semantics considered as one kind of 

relevant relations also confront this issue. Semantic query expansion methods may differ 

in semantic supporter and semantic expansion strategy. Many studies utilize ontology to 

express semantic relation and implement semantic query expansion on ontology[5-7]. M. 

Shabanzadeh et al. extracted semantically related words from WordNet[5]. D. Pal 

extracted candidate expansion terms from a set of pseudo-relevant documents and then 

filtered terms according to the semantical relation to query based on WordNet[6]. In 

domain retrieval, domain ontology was built and query expansion was implemented with 

different strategies[7-12], L. Khan et al selected all successor concepts of disambiguated 
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concepts of query for query expansion[9], and G. Zou et al only selected an instance set, 

direct descendant concept set and direct grandfather concept set[10], M. C. Lee et al 

employed concept hierarchy of domain ontology for expansion with a pruning threshold 

[11]. N. A. Segura et al considered concepts and relations together in the expansion 

process, concepts with meaningful relations were given a high priority for expansion[12]. 

There are also other semantic supporters like Linked data[21] and so on. In addition, other 

strategies can be introduced into semantics query expansion, L. Li et al. found out terms 

both semantically and co-occurrence related to query on massive web page set and search 

engine performance evaluation data[22]. Although using co-occurrence to complement 

semantic query expansion is quite a good idea, it may lead to topic drift easily especially 

when the document is not quite related to query.   

Most query expansion approaches mentioned above have inherent limitations when 

trying to understand user intentions from a short query and introducing too much noise 

may lead to topic drift [7]. Therefore, for more precise query expansion, semantic query 

expansion is significant to be combined with personalization. Personalized search 

comprises two major components: User profiles and the retrieval algorithm[16]. This 

paper focus on User profiles, which considers what the factor is to express personalization. 

K. Sugiyama et al. analyzed surfing behavior to generated user profiles as features of the 

visited pages and then ranked search results based on the similarity between each URL 

and the user profile[17]. F. Cai et al. and R. W. White et al. not only considered user query 

behavior, but also consulted other users with similar interests[23, 24], T. T. Vu et al. went 

a step further of similar user to study dynamic group formation[25]. A. Chirita et al. 

utilized desktop terms describing user’s interests[18]. P. N. Bennett et al. considered a 

broad variety of context including the users’ characteristics, interests, recent activity, 

focus and so on[26].  

This paper study personalized search combines with semantic query expansion. Many 

studies combined semantics with personalization by the way of interactive query 

refinement [13], relevance feedback[8,14] or even search results clustering[15]. These 

methods made certain improvements in retrieval precision but demanded user’s 

interaction to certain extend. Generally, automatically search should be better. G. J. Hahm 

et al studied engineering document retrieval, learnt user query profile to obtain user 

interests, built domain ontology, subsequently implemented query expansion on the 

domain ontology according to user query profile[7] and it obtained notable improvement. 

O. C. Cure et al. applied expansion in medical field, while achieving personalization 

requiring individuals’ interaction. N. Ahmadian et al. utilized context to pick expansion 

terms, but the problem of sense ambiguity is not taken into account[19]. X. Tian et al. 

expanded economic concepts based on spreading activation model, while the weight of 

concepts were static given and the expanded concepts might be beyond user’s usual 

search range[27]. 

In this paper, spreading activation model which simulates the thinking process of 

human brain more vividly is utilized as the expansion strategy to reduce noise and 

dynamic user query profile is built and integrated to capture individual variable query 

needs. The detailed framework working process can be shown in Figure 1. For user 

retrieval, remove stop words based on stop terms list first and get the preprocessed terms. 

After terms preprocessing, on the one hand, new input is treated as query record to update 

the user query profile, on the other hand, mapping terms to concepts in WordNet. Then 

mapped concepts are treated as objects to experience the personalized semantic query 

expansion process on the foundation of spreading activation model and integrating 

dynamic user query profile. Finally, determining the final expansion terms from the 

expansion concepts set.  
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Figure 1. The Framework Working Process 

3. Modeling 

To overcome the problem of general semantic query expansion, SAM is utilized for 

enhancing the selection of expansion terms to reduce the noise. Moreover, to get more 

accurate expansion terms for individual search, dynamic user query profile is built to 

capture individual variable query needs and is integrated into the semantic expansion 

process. Naturally, building dynamic user query profile and the integration process 

occupy the main modeling focus. This section is described according to the proposed 

framework working process. 

 

3.1. Building Dynamic User Query Profile (DUQP) 

Definition 1(Dynamic User Query Profile). Dynamic user query profile describes the 

query state of terms in individual retrieval over time, it can be formalized as triples like 

, where  represents the retained query term after 

preprocessing,  is the last time querying , and  describes the final term query 

weight at time , which reflects the user query interest and changes over time. The 

bigger  is, the more likely is user to query .  

The basic idea of building DUQP is to analyze user query considering both query time 

and term frequency, which is based on the following assumption. Firstly, query itself 

ought to be the most informative source for digging out current user query needs. 

Secondly, query history reflects individual interest to certain extend, and the interest are 

more likely to represent users’ query need It is more likely for user to query terms he or 

she retrieved more before. Therefore, query is set as research object, query time and term 

frequency are considered as important index in DUQP. Before r introducing the detailed 

idea, related concepts are defined firstly.  

Definition 2(One Input). One input represents one valid input, corresponding to one 

record in query log. 

Definition 3(One Query/Query Session). One query includes one or several input with 

the identical or similar query intention, also called one query session, corresponding to 

several adjacent records in query log. 

Individual inclines to reformulate query when they are not satisfied with the current 

results or intend to obtain more related results, the success of information retrieval 

depends on how he or she formulates queries [28]. Therefore, we divide query session, 

and regard the time of the last input in one session as the session time. Generally, the time 

interval of each input in one session won’t be long, we divide sessions according to the 

time interval and set it to twenty minutes.  
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Assuming there are three input in one query session, and each input is preprocessed 

into terms, , , . The 

current input is and is the current time, the weight of ,  in current input are set 

as 1,the decline parameters of weight is , so the weight of and  in are 

. By analogy the weight of , , , in this query session respectively 

is ,1, , . Moreover, the weight of the term not appearing in the session 

is 0. 

In summary, for one query session, supposing there are input and the query terms are 

gathered as set , the decline parameters of weight between input is , the last 

input is viewed as current input, then the weight of term in this session is calculated as 

follows:  

                        (1) 

Where  represents the  input. For term , considering the whole query history, 

the query weight can be obtained through the equation as follows:  

                               (2) 

Where  and  describe the weight by the end of the  and  query 

of term  separately, expresses attenuation effect over time,  means the weight of 

term  in the  query, which can be calculated through . Referred to the 

forgetting rule of memory proposed by H.Ebbinghaus[29], we utilize the classical 

damping function Eq.(3) to express the attenuation effect of the query state of terms over 

time, as a rule to reflect the variability of user’s interest in query terms. 

         (3) 

Where  is the attenuation factor. Given that multiple queries slow down the 

attenuation effect, we set , where refers to the total count of term  

being searched in the  query. The more certain terms searched, the more slowly 

interest declined correspondingly. is a regulatory factor.  and  represent the time 

of  and  query of  respectively. Assuming that the current time is , the 

last time for querying  is at time , then the weight for term  can be expressed as 

below: 

                      (4) 

Where  expresses the weight by the end of time , and  refers to the current 

weight of , which can be calculated via . When term  doesn’t exist in 

current query, the current weight is 0, otherwise, it is calculated as . Then the 

more comprehensive equation can be as follows: 

     (5) 

In addition, considering the problem of data sparsity, for each term which doesn’t occur 

in query history is weighted 1, and for the other terms, they are weighted . Finally, 

we get . 
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3.2. Mapping Concepts  

Mapping concepts is the procedure of mapping preprocessed query terms to concepts, 

it is significant since the query expansion is based on concept, moreover, most terms own 

more than one paraphrase, and one term can match with several concepts, although user 

may be just interested in one of them, then, appropriate concepts should be picked if 

possible.  

WordNet is the supporter for mapping here. In WordNet, terms are grouped into synsets 

and synsets are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations. One 

synset corresponds to one concept. The ones contain certain query term and own higher 

similarity with query are chosen preferentially. Given the fact that query is often short, we 

take other input in current query session as portion to calculate the similarity between 

term and concept. The mapping procedure can be disassembled into two steps: finding 

concepts containing the term and picking the appropriate concepts according to the 

similarity. 

Related symbols are defined first. For query, the current input being preprocessed 

is  and the others in the same session is . For 

term in , we assemble a new set . In addition, the synset in 

WordNet can be formulized as . The term weight in  and  are 

set as 1, and the term weight in  are calculated as formula (1). The similarity 

between  and  determines which concept term mapped to, which can be 

described as below:  

           (6) 

Where  represents the common term in both  and ,  refers to the weight of  

in . 

It should be mentioned here that the terms in  are preprocessed noun in current 

input, and we do not expand the terms which cannot find appropriate mapping concept. 

 

3.3. PSQE (Personalized Semantic Query Expansion) 

The main focus of this paper is building DUQP and integrating it into the semantic 

expansion process based on spreading activation model. This section is mainly focused on 

the latter. It is called the process of personalized semantic query expansion (PSQE). The 

strategies of general semantic query expansion are often based on hierarchical relationship 

and the expansion level is determined empirically just like selecting all successor 

concepts, instance set, direct descendant concept set and direct grandfather concept 

set[9-12]. Here we borrow the thought of spreading activation model to enhance the 

selection of expansion terms to reduce noise and combine it with dynamic user query 

profile to get more accurate expansion terms.  

Spreading activation model was utilized in retrieval many years ago[30]. It is mainly 

determined by two parts, the presentation network and the spreading strategy. In the 

network, when a concept is activated, the activation will spread through the links to its 

directly connected concepts and to the concepts related to those concepts. As the 

activation becomes too weaker to active others it stopped and when to stop is determined 

by the spreading strategy. The abstract network structure graph can be toughly expressed 

as Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Abstract Network Structure Graph of PSQE  

WordNet is the presentation network here and the impact of relation distinction 

between concepts is weaken in WordNet. For mapped concepts, they are regarded as 

expansion centers. In Figure.2,  is the expansion center, the concept from  to is 

directly or indirectly related to  and  in the rectangle is the weight of corresponding 

concept. Spreading strategy, also the constraint of picking expansion concepts, is based on 

both semantic and personalization. Semantics relies on the conceptual-semantic and 

lexical relations of WordNet itself, we use parameter  to express the distance impact on 

the relation between concepts. The personalization relies on DUQP. To describe the detail 

process, several related concepts are defined firstly. 

Definition 3(WOC). is the weight of concept  in WordNet,   consists 

of one or several terms with similar sense, the largest term weight is employed to describe 

individual interest of the concept. Then WOC equals to the largest term weight in the 

concept and the term weight is from DUQP.  

Definition 4(DOCC).  is the degree of concept  related to center concept. 

It not only indicates the semantic relationship between concept  and center concept , 

but also reflects user’s interest in the concept, which can be formulated as 

equation: , where  refers to the distance 

between  and . 

Definition 5(Expanded Concept Set (ECS)). ECS is the set consists of expanded 

concepts, which are the ones whose DOCC value is larger than threshold γ. The distance 

between concepts and center concept is less than the maximum distance 

, where . 

The primary expansion procedure is as follows. Firstly the threshold γ is set and the 

maximum distance  can be figured out, then Start from the expansion center 

concepts, traverse every directly related concept in WordNet by width first search and put 

unvisited ones into temporary set. Pick out the concepts whose DOCC value is larger than 

γ and put into ESC. Then view the concepts in temporary set as center concepts, traverse 

the directly related concept of them, repeat the process until there is no more unvisited 

directly related concepts or the distance is bigger than . Algorithm 1 illustrates the 

approach. During the expansion procedure, we can retain the concepts  with higher 

WOC and relatively larger , which may be abandoned in paper [27]. 
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Algorithm 1 the Algorithm of PSQE 

Input: DUQP, threshold γ of DOCC value, parameter α,center concept  

Output: ECS 

Begin 

 MaxD  calMaxDis( γ , α )  //calculate max expanding distance 

 Dim Layer As Integer; Dim tempSet1,tempSet2 As List 

 Layer 0   //current expansion layer 

 tempSet1.push_back( ); 

 while  isNotEmpty(tempSet1) & Layer<= MaxD 

  Foreach  in tempSet1 

   IF DOCC( )>= γ  

    ECS.push_back( ) 

   End IF 

  End Foreach 
  Layer++ 

 

  Foreach  in tempSet1 

   tempSet2  GetDirectlyRelatedCs( ) 

   Foreach  in tempSet2 

    IF  Visited( ) 

     tempSet2.remove( ) 

               EndIF  

   EndForeach 

   tempSet1.remove( ) 

  EndForeach 
   

  tempSet1   tempSet2 

 EndWhile  

End 

All the center concepts are carried out with the same procedure, and duplicate concepts 

are merged by retaining the biggest weight, then we get the final ESC.  

 

3.4. Determining Expansion Terms 

This section describes the procedure of term selection and weight normalization. 

Expansion terms are derived from ECS. All terms are gathered together to obtain the final 

expansion terms. Terms occur in one concept own the same weight equaling to the value 

of DOCC, and the biggest weight of term  is retained when it occurred in different 

concepts, which can be expressed as Eq.(7). Sort all the terms by weight in descending 

order and choose k highest ones as the final expansion terms. 

                      (7) 

The step before retrieval is weight normalization. We comply with the principle that 

original input should have the highest weight and they are given 1, the expanded ones 

ought to be no more than 1, we normalized it as below: 

       (8) 

Where  describes the original expanded term weight calculated in Eq.(7), 
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refers to the final expanded term weight,  is the parameter introduced in PSQE, 

. is the maximum weight value of all terms. When the original term weight is 

bigger than 1, we normalized them to the range from  to 0.99. In this way, we emphasis 

the importance of bigger weight terms and following the principle as well.  

 

4. Experiments 

In this section we briefly describe the experiment related design and the results we 

have obtained through experimentation. The experiment is based on the following 

assumption. For one ambiguous term, user tends to attach more attention on the 

paraphrase which was queried more in history. Thus, we judge the relevance between 

return results and query based on the relevance between results and user’s preferred 

paraphrase implied in query history. 

Experiments data and design 

Document collection: We download web pages related to query from the top pages 

result of search engine “being” and also some other pages irrelevant to our queries or with 

certain query terms of other paraphrases to be treated as noise. For each query we have at 

least 10 relevant pages and 5 noisy pages. 

User query log: Aol2006 query log data is utilized as user query history, it contains 

query records from March 1th to May 31th in 2006. We pick users who queried the 

ambiguous terms we choose more in logs. 

Query: To demonstrate the effective of our approach, ambiguous terms such as: bat, 

program, hardware were chosen as our input test, and the query time is set June 1th in 

2006 to simulate the daily search. In addition, the WordNet version is 2.1. 

Method Compare: To evaluate the proposed expansion approach we proposed four 

variant systems. Firstly, the system, NE, no expansion, is the baseline keyword-based 

system, in which Lucene with the default function is used. Secondly, the system, EHNF, 

expand without mapping filtration, each query term maps to all concepts containing them 

in WordNet and employs traditional hierarchy expansion method giving the expansion 

layer three. Thirdly, the system, EHF, expand with mapping filtration when other related 

input, called preceding input, exists in current query, has the identical process with EHNF 

except for the term mapping filtration before expansion, namely, each query term maps to 

certain concepts considering the preceding related input. Fourthly, the system of our 

approach, PSQE. 

Design and evaluation: As shown in Table1, two group experiments are desighed. In 

group one, the input has no preceding input, while group two has related ones. We 

evaluate result in two aspects, relevance and the degree of relevance (DOR) between 

related results and user query history. Relevance demonstrates the general effective of 

proposed method, which is based on mean average pre@n and we assign n=5,10,15,20. 

Two relevant documents may own different DOR, which can be assessed through the 

order of return results. 

Table 1. The Experiment Design 

input preceding input(Group one) preceding input(Group two) 

bat - mammal chiropteran 

program - computer interface 

hardware - computer memory 

mouse - device computer 

… … … 
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Experiment results 

Parameters: During the experiments, we adjust all parameters mentioned in previous 

sections to optimize the proposed method, the value are given in Table2. Besides, given 

the query sparsity in query history, the time unit in damping function  is set one month. 

Table 2. Parameter Value 

parameter meaning value 
  decline parameter between session input 0.8 
  decline parameter between directly related 

concepts in WordNet 

0.85 

  expansion threshold  0.6 
  regulatory factor in damping function 0.2 

 

Figure 3 depicts the MAP result comparison of four methods without preceding input, 

which illustrates that PSQE outperforms the other three method in the terms of MAP of 

methods without preceding input. EHNF and EHF have the same performance, while a bit 

bad than NE. Figure 4 describes the MAP result comparison of four methods with 

preceding input, which depicts that PSQE has the best performance, EHF, NE has 

performance in descending order with preceding input and EHNF has the worst 

performance. 

 

 

Figure 3. MAP of Methods without Preceding Input 

 

Figure 4. MAP of Methods with Preceding Input 
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PSQE outperforms other methods in both situation, especially when preceding input 

does not exist. When preceding input does not exist, the expanded term weight difference 

between PSQE and EHF is totally decided by user query history. Once individual’s query 

history was inclined to certain paraphrases, the expanded terms of corresponding meaning 

will have greater weight. If preceding input exist, irrelevant concepts can be filtered first 

during concepts mapping, user query interests can be better captured and return results 

can be more personalized. Therefore, PSQE and EHF both have better performance in 

Figure 4 than Figure 3. EHNF and EHF own the same procedure when there is no 

preceding input, so they have the identical performance. Here we see it is even worse than 

NE. During the experiment, we noticed that EHNF has unstable performance, when the 

term has less paraphrase, it returned with better result, on the contrary, it performed worse. 

Actually we also noticed that the higher DOR documents ranked higher in PSQE than 

EHF in return results. The document rank distinction between EHF and PSQE implies the 

influence of individual query history to query result, which also demonstrates that PSQE 

performs better than EHF. 

In conclusion, the MAP result comparison between EHNF and EHF manifests that user 

query profile is important for improving retrieval effectiveness. The comparison between 

PSQE and EHF indicates that spreading activation model is more rational than 

hierarchical model for expansion. What’s more, the performance of PSQE shows that 

personalized semantic query expansion based on dynamic user query profile and 

spreading activation model can reduce noise of semantic query expansion and improve 

the search effectiveness. 

 

5. Conclusion  

In this paper a new framework combining personalization with semantic query 

expansion is proposed to enhance the retrieval effectiveness. In the framework, additional 

terms semantically related both to the query itself and to user’s interests are automatically 

extracted based on WordNet and dynamic user query profile. While different from 

existing researches, in order to overcome the noise problem brought by traditional 

semantic query expansion, spreading activation model which simulates the thinking 

process of human brain more vividly is utilized as the semantic expansion strategy to 

enhance the selection of expansion terms. And dynamic user query profile based on user 

query history and timeline is built to capture individual variable query interest to reduce 

the noise terms unfit to users’ needs. As a result, only the terms with higher 

comprehensive score of semantic relation and personalized satisfaction are included in the 

expansion output. The experiment results show that the proposed method outperforms 

both traditional hierarchical expansion and keyword-based query on both semantic 

relevance and search precision. In conclusion, the proposed framework suggest that 

combining dynamic user query profile with the semantic query expansion utilizing 

spreading activation model can help to reduce noise of semantic query expansion and 

improve the search effectiveness. In the future, domain ontology will be used to enhance 

the proposed framework to resolve the noise problem better, and furthermore, more 

experimental data of dynamic user query profile will be studied in this framework. 
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